Outline
• When and how data is shared within a particular research community?
-A model of factors shaping norms -Case studies: anthropology, economics & population studies
• Implications for interdisciplinary scholarship 
Sharing across domains
Balance the paradoxical need to "maintain data and documentation in a way that facilitates broad but appropriate use so that it continues to be useful to specific group of users, but can also be used by other, perhaps unanticipated user communities with very different needs and ways of approaching analysis." Parsons and Duerr (2005) Lost in the translation?
• Lakoff and Johnson (1980) on metaphor as basis for conceptual understanding -Metal: astronomy vs. common meaning -Race: demographer vs. anthropologist
• "These metaphors vary from discipline to discipline and are bound to change over time, even within a given discipline (Parsons and Duerr 2005:32) 
